New OmmWriter Gaia:
OmmWriter has become a little more OmmWriter

The new version retains the essence of the original and adds a number of functionalities such as backgrounds, music, sounds and fonts.

Writing is an intimate act. It is something that takes place between you and a blank screen. The more things there are in the way, the more the creative process is interrupted.

This is why since 2009 OmmWriter’s work has consisted of removing things that are in the way and providing an ideal multimedia experience so you can get in the zone.

Since then we have received thousands of suggestions and although we consider them all to be valid, if we had incorporated them, OmmWriter would be a text editor rather than a writing tool.

This new version is therefore essentially the same OmmWriter that people know and love (more than 1 million active users worldwide) with a few additions such as new backgrounds, sounds, fonts, some markdown functionalities and new formats to export your texts.

The name of this version, Gaia, is a reflection of its new soothing sound environments and backgrounds inspired by Earth’s natural landscapes. In particular, the nocturnal background, which relaxes your vision (and probably your mood).

It also includes a number of new fonts like Noto which, in addition to being perfectly legible on the screen, is compatible with almost every alphabet on the planet.

Existing OmmWriter users will continue to enjoy working with this new version, while new users will regain their ability to write freely without interference from the world.
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